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criteria came from, why they are being
used, which are more important, and
against what standards they are being
compared.
It is not necessary to derive all
criteria from research on effective instruction, although this research is
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very useful for discussions
What is more important is that
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teachers be significantly involved in
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the process of developing these criteria In Colorado districts, experience
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has shown that teachers who have
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for conducting suessful
been involved generally ask more of
themselves than criteria-minded ad~~ swrs.~~16
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ministrarors would
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This confirms the idea that the valid
ity of the system must be accepted by
all participants If it is not, the
most meticulously constructed system
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The relative weight or emphasis givMd~
r(ate the
en to each criterion also should be
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clear. Most districts have lists that con
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tain 20 or more criteria. Clearly, the
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evaluator cannot accurately assess eva
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luatee performance on all 20 Hence,
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teachers need to know which criteria
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will be the most important, and what
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standards will be used to judge adequate performance Otherwise, teach'""" b'.
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ers feel free to set their own priorities
without regard to district goals
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4. Evaluators are properly trained
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in the proceduraland substantive use
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of the system Evaluators must be
aware of more than evaluation timelines The purposes and goals of the
system, the means for appeal or rebut
tal, limitation on data sources, the
nature of growth and improvement
general process of evaluation. This plans, the standards against which the
does not help teachers really under- evaluatee's performance is being
stand the process And yet this evalua- iudged-all of these must he known
tion process has a profound impact on and acted upon consistently byv district
teachers-both on their professional evaluators.
status and their self-image.
An evaluator's substantive skills reSchool officials should schedule at fer to technical skills needed to conleast one yearly meeting to review duct quality evaluations: data collecprocedures and priorities for the com- tion, methods of observation, data
ing year. In a preconference, they analysis, conferencing, goal-setting, re
should provide teachers on that year's port writing, and teacher remediation
evaluation cycle with more detailed techniques
information about methods of data
S LeVels of evaluation are em
collection, expectations, and impor- ployed, each with a different
I
goal
tant performance criteria.
Effective systems distinguish between
3 Evaluatees know that the per- evaluatees on the growth and im
formance criteria have a clear, con- provement track and those
on the
sistent rationale The criteria are at the remediation track, by telling the
eva
very heart of an effective system Yet, luatee where he or she stands
This
in most cases it is unclear where the differentiation decreases participants'
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"[Research shows]
eight attributes
[that] can serve as a
convenient
framework for
evaluating growth
and improvement
as well as
accountability and
personnel decisions."
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